The thermal conductivity of glassy (82Q3)0, 99(NaqO)o ol and (8203) Fig. 1 in a log- 
It has been established" that the thermal conductivity of amorphous germanium films in the temperature range 0.03 -5 K is not correlated to impurity content but rather that the scattering strength of the TLS is predominantly associated with the average mass density.
In our case it is tempting to correlate the change in thermal conductivity with the structural modification that takes place with Na20 addition. In this glassy system the boron coordination is changed by NazO from triangular to tetrahedral, thus strengthening the structure.
In Si02 glass, addition of NaiO does not play this role but modifies mainly the packing of tetrahedra.
Our results indicate that in the case of BzOq, scattering with TLS increases with Na2O addition and this is probably associated with a higher density of the TLS. In a previous paper we observed through measurements of thermal expansion that a linear term associated with TLS increases with growing Na20 content. This agrees with the interpretation of the decreasing quadratic conductivity.
Regarding the conductivity in the region 2 -10 K it may be pointed out that the "weakening" of the plateau with increasing soda content may be qualitatively understood in the following way: the plateau region has been associated ' with a competition between the resonant scattering of phonons with TLS (I~T ') and a relaxation process (I~T ). Then, it may be thought that the stiffening of the 820' structure due to NaiO addition weakens the possible relaxation processes so that resonant scattering dominates up to higher temperatures. A similar behavior has been observed' with materials of varying degrees of crystallinity.
In conclusion, the basic finding of our measurements is that a qualitatively new trend of the thermal conductivity appears through addition of Na20 to BzO& in contradistinction to the influence of NaiO addition in Si02 glasses.
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